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Quantifying Individual Potential Contributions of the Hybrid
Sulfur Electrolyzer
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The hybrid sulfur cycle has been investigated as a means to produce clean hydrogen efficiently on a large scale by first decomposing H2SO4 to SO2, O2, and H2O and then electrochemically oxidizing SO2 back to H2SO4 with the cogeneration of H2. Thus
far, it has been determined that the total cell potential for the hybrid sulfur electrolyzer is controlled mainly by water transport in
the cell. Water is required at the anode to participate in the oxidation of SO2 to H2SO4 and to hydrate the membrane. In addition,
water transport to the anode influences the concentration of the sulfuric acid produced. The resulting sulfuric acid concentration at
the anode influences the equilibrium potential of and the reaction kinetics for SO2 oxidation and the average conductivity of the
membrane. A final contribution to the potential loss is the diffusion of SO2 through the sulfuric acid to the catalyst site. Here, we
extend our understanding of water transport to predict the individual contributions to the total cell potential.
© 2010 The Electrochemical Society. 关DOI: 10.1149/1.3397901兴 All rights reserved.
Manuscript submitted November 17, 2009; revised manuscript received March 23, 2010. Published May 3, 2010.

The hybrid sulfur 共HyS兲 cycle has gained attention due to the
possibility of using this process to produce clean hydrogen on a
large scale at efficiencies higher than those using water
electrolysis.1-19 The high temperature decomposition of H2SO4 to
SO2, O2, and H2O is suited for use with advanced gas-cooled
nuclear reactor heat sources or solar receiver arrays.1-7 The electrolysis step described here is coupled with the high temperature
step to complete the cycle. We developed a gas-fed anode electrolyzer in which SO2 is oxidized to H2SO4 via the following
reaction11,14-18
SO2+2H2O → H2SO4 + 2H+ + 2e−

0
USO
= 0.158 V vs SHE
2

关1兴
where SHE stands for standard hydrogen electrode. Water required
for Reaction 1 is supplied via the membrane from the cathode. H+
produced in Reaction 1 migrates through the membrane and reduces
to hydrogen at the cathode
2H+ + 2e− → H2

0
UH
= 0 V vs SHE
2

关2兴

We have successfully carried out Reactions 1 and 2 over a range
of operating conditions 共i.e., temperature, flow rate, and membrane
pressure differential兲 and design variations 共i.e., catalyst loading and
membrane type and thickness兲.14-17 We have also accurately predicted water transport and correlated the operating potential to the
sulfuric acid concentration produced at the anode.15-17 We have
shown that the concentration of sulfuric acid produced at the anode
increases with current density and that the sulfuric acid concentration at the anode influences the cell potential via the reversible cell
potential Ueq.18
Although we have previously correlated cell potential to acid
concentration and hence water transport, a quantitative measure of
the various potential losses has never been made. In this discussion,
we present a comprehensive investigation of the components that
make up the total cell potential 共i.e., reversible cell potential, membrane resistance, and catalyst activity兲 to better understand and improve electrolyzer performance and operation.
Experimental
The experimental setup was the same as that described
previously.14-17 The cell was a standard 10 cm2 cell from Fuel Cell
Technologies, Inc. Reactants and products were fed to and from the
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cell through Kynar manifolds instead of the aluminum endplates.
The flow fields were of the standard graphite variety used for fuel
cells, which was made possible due to the low cell potentials for
SO2 oxidation. The Kynar/graphite assembly was sandwiched between the aluminum endplates to provide compression, and the temperature was maintained by the use of heating rods inserted into the
aluminum endplates.
Liquid water was fed to the cathode by a metering pump and
gaseous SO2 was fed to the anode from a pressure-regulated tank.
The cell was maintained at 80°C and the water was heated to 88°C
before being fed to the cathode to help maintain the cell temperature. The Nafion 共N212 and N115兲 membrane electrode assembly
共MEA兲 was purchased from Lynntech and had catalyst loadings
ranging from 0.5 mg/cm2 Pt black to 1.5 mg/cm2 Pt black. The
operation of the cells was adjusted so that the conversion of SO2
was 20%. We have shown previously, however, that conversion and
catalyst loading have little effect on the electrolyzer performance.14
A pressure differential was maintained across the membrane by
means of a globe valve at the cathode outlet to control water transport across the membrane.15
The membrane specific-area resistance was measured by the current interrupt technique in which the current of the operating electrolyzer was abruptly changed and the transient potential response
was monitored. The current interrupt technique was carried out on
N212 and N115 membranes tested in the electrolyzer hardware over
a range of operating current densities. The hardware resistance was
small, less than 0.02 ⍀ cm2, and may contribute to the MEA resistance. However, because the hardware resistance was so small, its
contribution to the total cell potential has not been investigated independently. The low cell hardware resistance measured for this
investigation agreed with the reported values.20 To confirm the results obtained by the current interrupt technique, Nafion membranes
were immersed in sulfuric acid solutions of different concentrations,
and the resistance was measured using an ac digital multimeter according to the four-point measurement technique.21-24
The resistance of the MEA was measured by hydrogen pump
experiments in which hydrogen was oxidized at the anode and reduced at the cathode.25 The experiment was run such that the membrane was kept hydrated by humidifying the incoming gas streams.
The membrane resistance, measured via electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy, was subtracted from the MEA resistance to obtain the
resistance of the anode and cathode catalyst layers. This value was
divided by 2 to yield the resistance of each catalyst layer. The membrane water uptake was measured previously at different sulfuric
acid concentrations and different temperatures by equilibrating the
membrane in a sulfuric acid solution and measuring the weight
change.17 Our approach to controlling water content was different
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than that reported because we controlled the acid concentration
rather than the water content of gas in contact with the
membrane.26-29 The catalyst thickness was measured with a thickness gauge by subtracting the membrane thickness from the total
MEA thickness. Due to equal catalyst loading at the anode and
cathode, the thickness of each catalyst layer was taken to be half the
total catalyst thickness.

冉

yw =

B953

Nw −
Nw −

冊

i
F

关8兴

i
i
+
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2F

where y w is the mole fraction of water at the anode.16 Thus17
3
2
a = 123.8y w
–224.01y w
+ 134.14y w–16.35

Model Development
The operating electrolyzer potential, measured at all current densities, is composed of several individual components. Specifically,
the electrolyzer potential is the sum of the reversible cell potential
Ueq, the potential rise due to the ohmic resistance of the membrane
iRA, the cathodic overpotential c, and the anodic overpotential, a.
This may be expressed as
V = Ueq + iRA + c + a

关3兴

The anodic overpotential can be further divided into an ohmic resistance in the catalyst layer and activation and concentration overpotentials. To adequately predict the electrolyzer potential, we must be
able to predict the individual contributions to the total cell potential.
Reversible cell potential.— Water transport influences the sulfuric acid concentration at the anode, which in turn has been shown to
affect the reversible potential.18 A mathematical relationship between the reversible potential for SO2 oxidation 共USO2兲 and the concentration of sulfuric acid produced at the anode is given below
based on model results shown previously at PSO2 = 101 kPa and
T = 80°C 18
USO2 = 6 ⫻ 10−4关H2SO4兴3 − 1.07 ⫻ 10−2关H2SO4兴2 + 8.51
⫻ 10−2关H2SO4兴 + 5.66 ⫻ 10−2

关4兴

where 关H2SO4兴 is the concentration of sulfuric acid at the anode in
mol/L. The reversible cell potential, in addition to depending on the
concentration of sulfuric acid produced at the anode, is a function of
the pressure at which hydrogen is produced at the cathode via the
Nernst equation
0
U H2 = U H
2

RT PH2
+
ln 0
nF PH

关6兴

Membrane resistance.— The membrane specific-area resistance
共RA兲 is a function of the membrane type and thickness and its water
content. Several factors influence the membrane water content, including the membrane thickness, temperature, pressure differential,
and current density. To determine the membrane water content, we
must first determine the water flux across the membrane, which is
calculated from the following equation15-17

冕

c

a

ai PM
Dwd −
共Pc − Pa兲
+
 cF
␦M

d M M␦M
=
dx
M

冤

Nw +

ai PM
共Pc − Pa兲
−
 cF
␦M
Dw

冥
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The water distribution in the membrane, solved by integrating
Eq. 10 from the cathode to each position in the membrane, is then
used to calculate the membrane specific-area resistance by integrating over the local membrane conductivity via the following equation

冕

RA =

␦M

0

dx
共兲

关11兴

where the membrane conductivity  is a function of the membrane
water content  and is determined experimentally here.
Cathodic overpotential.— The cathodic overpotential of the
electrolyzer is due to kinetic losses in the production of hydrogen at
the cathode. The electrode resistance has been measured from hydrogen pump experiments by subtracting the resistance of the fully
humidified membrane from the measured MEA resistance and dividing that result by 2 共assuming that the ohmic resistance of a like
anode and cathode is the same兲. The result is a linear function of
current density
nF
c
RT

关12兴

关5兴

0
is the standard potential for the hydrogen electrode and
where UH
2
0
PH is the standard pressure of the hydrogen electrode 共101 kPa兲.
2
The reversible cell potential is then

M
Nw =
M M␦ M

This relationship was independent of temperature in the range
50–90°C. Equations 7-9 can be solved simultaneously to give the
net water flux in the membrane 共Nw兲 and the water content at the
anode 共a兲.
Having calculated Nw from Eq. 7-9, the membrane water content,
as a function of position in the membrane, can be obtained by rearranging Eq. 7, such that

i = ai0,H2L

2

Ueq = USO2 + UH2

关9兴

关7兴

The parameters in Eq. 7 have been discussed previously.15-17 The
water content at the cathode 共c兲 is constant and equal to the value
for a membrane in contact with liquid water 共c = 18兲.15 The water
content at the anode 共a兲 depends on the water mole fraction at the
anode, which is a function of the water flux17

Anodic overpotential.— The anodic overpotential is a function
of three separate components. First, there exists an ohmic resistance
in the catalyst layer, which is composed of a liquid phase 共i.e.,
sulfuric acid兲 and a solid phase 共i.e., Pt black兲. The ohmic contribution is comparable to that measured in the hydrogen pump experiment, which is small.
The final contributions to the anodic overpotential consist of the
activation losses and concentration losses. Consider the catalyst layers as porous electrodes in a manner similar to that of Newman and
Tobias,30 with the concentration distribution governed by the competing effects of diffusion and reaction inside the electrode. For the
steady-state case described here, the continuity equation becomes
DSO2

d2CSO2
dx

2

−

jSO2
nF

关13兴

=0

Assuming that the electrochemical reaction obeys Tafel kinetics and
is first order in concentration, the reaction rate term in the continuity
equation can be represented by
jSO2
nF

=

冋

ai0,SO2 CSO2
nF

0
CSO
2

冉

exp

␣nF
a
RT

冊册

关14兴

By making the reasonable assumption that the anodic overpotential
共a兲 is constant throughout the catalyst layer, the continuity equation can be reduced to the following form
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DSO2

d2CSO2
dx2

0.35

− k0CSO2 = 0

关15兴

0.30

where k is a constant represented by
k0 =

ai0,SO2
0
nFCSO
2

冉

␣nF
exp
a
RT

冊

关16兴

The anodic overpotential is assumed constant throughout the catalyst layer because the conductivities of the solid 共i.e., Pt black兲 and
solution 共i.e., sulfuric acid solution兲 phases are high, relative to the
kinetic resistance of SO2 oxidation, resulting in minimal changes in
potential with position 共i.e., the ohmic resistance is small兲.
For the case where the free solution interface is at the same side
of the catalyst layer as the metal backing, the boundary conditions
on the continuity equation can be expressed as
0
CSO2 = CSO
2

dCSO2
dx

at

=0

at

关17a兴

x=0

关17b兴

x=L
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Figure 1. Membrane conductivity as a function of water content. Our data
共쎲兲 from N115 equilibrated with sulfuric acid at 80°C and the model prediction via Eq. 24 共line兲 are shown. The other N115 data 共⫻兲 were equilibrated with humidified air at 80°C.26 The N117 data 共䊐兲 were equilibrated
with humidified air at 30°C.27

and the continuity equation can be solved to render the expression
for the concentration profile in the catalyst layer31

冋 冉 冊册

cosh  1 −
0
CSO2 = CSO
2

where
=

x
L

cosh 

冑

k 0L 2
DSO2

关18兴

关19兴

is the Thiele modulus, which relates the rate of reaction to the rate of
diffusion in the catalyst layer.
An effectiveness factor 共兲 can be defined as the average reaction
rate with diffusion divided by the average reaction if the rate of
reaction is evaluated at the bulk 共or boundary兲 concentration. Therefore, it can be found by integrating the concentration profile 共Eq. 18兲
throughout the thickness of the catalyst layer to give31
=

1
tanh 


关20兴

For small values of the Thiele modulus 共兲, the effectiveness factor
approaches 1, indicating that there are no diffusion limitations and,
hence, the catalyst layer is fully utilized. That is, the concentration
overpotential is negligible and the activation overpotential dominates. The effectiveness factor decreases as the Thiele modulus increases, indicating that the rate of reaction is affected by the rate of
diffusion of the reactant into the catalyst layer.
For electrochemical reactions, the integral of the reaction current
throughout the electrode is equal to the applied current. Therefore,
the following relationship between the current and the effectiveness
factor holds

冉

i = Lai0,SO2 exp

␣nF
a
RT

冊

关21兴

Newman and Tobias30 defined a reaction penetration depth ␥ as
␥=

冑

iL
0
nFCSO
D
2 SO2

关22兴

This parameter can be combined with the definition of the Thiele
modulus and with Eq. 16, 20, and 21 to give
=␥

冑


tanh 

关23兴

The advantage of introducing ␥ is that this parameter can be determined from known information. Then, the Thiele modulus 共兲 and

hence the effectiveness factor 共兲 can be calculated from the root of
Eq. 23 without knowledge of the kinetic parameters. Finally, the
effectiveness factor can be used in combination with Eq. 21 to obtain the kinetic parameters from measurements of the applied current vs anodic overpotential.
Results and Discussion
Membrane resistance.— The membrane conductivity as a function of sulfuric acid concentration was measured via the four-point
measurement technique. Combining these data with the water uptake correlation given in Eq. 9 gives the conductivity as a function
of water content, which is shown in Fig. 1. The data are for solutions
of sulfuric acid concentration ranging from 9 M 共 = 8.5兲 to pure
water 共 = 18兲. The data reported are also shown in Fig. 1 for experiments in which the membrane water content was controlled by
the water content of the air in contact with the membrane.26,27 The
following empirical expression has been fitted to our data and is
plotted in Fig. 1
 = 0.00122–0.0083

关24兴

The greatest mismatch between Eq. 24 and the literature data is at a
low water content. However, for the results shown here, the water
content of the membrane during electrolyzer operation is above 
= 8. The water content profile from Eq. 10 is substituted into Eq. 24
and integrated via Eq. 11 to determine the membrane specific-area
resistance 共RA兲. The water content profiles for N212 and N115 at
several different current densities, calculated via Eq. 10, are shown
in Fig. 2. The water content of the membrane in the HyS electrolyzer decreases from the cathode to the anode due to the sulfuric
acid produced at the anode, which effectively reduces the membrane
water content.
The specific-area resistances predicted by coupling Eq. 11 and 24
are shown in Fig. 3 for three different membrane thicknesses as a
function of current density. The data in Fig. 3 were obtained by the
current interrupt technique on working electrolyzers at discrete current densities. Because the current density can be correlated with the
net water flux to the anode 共and hence sulfuric acid concentration at
the anode兲, the membrane specific-area resistance can be plotted as
a function of sulfuric acid concentration produced at the anode, as
shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 3 illustrates that the membrane resistance increases with
current density. The increase is nearly linear until the electrolyzer
reaches high current density, at which point the membrane resistance
increases dramatically. For example, the N212 membrane specificarea resistance increases linearly from ⬃0.02 ⍀ cm2 at 0.0 A/cm2
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Figure 2. Water content profile of N212 共solid lines兲 and N115 共dashed
lines兲. The membrane water content decreases from the cathode to the anode
due to the sulfuric acid in contact with the anode. The membrane pressure
differential was ⌬P = 600 kPa and the temperature was 80°C.

to 0.095 ⍀ cm2 at 0.8 A/cm2. At current densities higher than
0.8 A/cm2, however, the membrane specific-area resistance increases much more dramatically. This increase in membrane resistance is due to the increased concentration of sulfuric acid produced
at the anode at a high current density. The concentration of sulfuric
acid produced at the anode in an N212 electrolyzer operated with a
membrane pressure differential ⌬P = 600 kPa and at temperature
T = 80°C at 0.8 A/cm2 is about 6 M. Examining Fig. 4, the membrane resistance of N212 begins to increase more dramatically at
sulfuric acid concentrations above ⬃6 M. A similar trend is observed for N115 with the same membrane pressure differential and
temperature, except that the concentration of sulfuric acid produced
at the anode in an N115 electrolyzer reaches 6 M at about
0.5 A/cm2. Thus, the sharp increase in membrane resistance for
N115 is observed at current densities greater than 0.5 A/cm2 in Fig.
3.
The effect of sulfuric acid concentration produced at the anode
on membrane resistance is now understood. As the sulfuric acid
concentration produced at the anode increases, the membrane water
content decreases. Because the conductivity of Nafion is dependent
on membrane water content, a decrease in the water content leads to
a decrease in the membrane conductivity. Thus, operating the
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Figure 3. Membrane specific-area resistance as a function of current density.
The membrane pressure differential was ⌬P = 600 kPa and the temperature
was 80°C. The points 关N212 current interrupt 共䊊兲 and N115 current interrupt
共쎲兲兴 are experimental data. The lines are model predictions via Eq. 10, 11,
and 24.

Figure 4. Membrane specific-area resistance as a function of sulfuric acid
concentration produced at the anode. The membrane pressure differential
was ⌬P = 600 kPa and the temperature was 80°C. The points 关N212 current
interrupt 共䊊兲 and N115 current interrupt 共쎲兲兴 are experimental data. The
lines are model predictions via Eq. 10, 11, and 24.

Nafion-based electrolyzer at high current densities or with a thick
membrane, where a high concentration of sulfuric acid is produced
at the anode, increases membrane resistance and results in high cell
potential.
Cathodic overpotential.— The cathodic overpotential vs current
density is related via Eq. 12. This equation is fitted to the electrode
resistance 共i.e., half of the difference between the MEA resistance
and the membrane resistance from the hydrogen pump data兲 to give
c = 0.0062i

关25兴

The electrode resistance of 0.0062 ⍀ cm is actually the sum of the
kinetic and ohmic resistances of the electrode. However, this resistance is small relative to the other resistances in this cell and, therefore, no attempt is made to separate these resistances. The small
potential loss due to the resistance of the cathode is consistent with
that reported previously for the hydrogen reaction.32
2

Anodic overpotential.— The anodic overpotential can be obtained by subtracting the predicted values of the reversible cell potential, the ohmic resistance of the membrane, and the cathodic
overpotential from the measured cell potential. These values are
shown in Fig. 5 for N115 at three catalyst loadings and N212 at a
catalyst loading of 1.5 mg/cm2. Also shown in this figure is the fit
of Eq. 21 to these data. Because the intrinsic kinetic parameter
ai0,SO2 should be the same for all experimental runs, Eq. 21 is fitted
to these data to obtain a single value for ai0,SO2 of 1.9
⫻ 10−3 A/cm3. No attempt has been made to determine either a or
i0,SO2 individually. To perform this fit, the diffusion coefficient and
solubility of SO2 in sulfuric acid from the literature was used, and
0
, is
these values are shown in Table I.33 The SO2 concentration, CSO
2
a function of pressure and temperature and a weak function of sulfuric acid concentration.18 It was assumed constant at all current
densities shown here.
Although all the data in Fig. 5 appear to overlap, there are actually three distinct curves that result when plotting Eq. 21 along with
the data. That is, even though ai0,SO2 = 1.9 ⫻ 10−3 A/cm3 is used
throughout, the anodic overpotentials at a given current are different
for different catalyst loadings. There are two reasons for this dependence, and they work in opposite directions. First, higher catalyst
loadings result in lower overpotentials because the reaction occurs
over more catalyst sites. However, higher catalyst loadings also correspond to thicker electrodes, which lead to enhanced mass-transfer
resistance. The weak dependency of the anodic overpotential on
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Figure 5. Anodic overpotential for N115 关0.5 mg/cm2 共䉱兲, 1.0 mg/cm2
共䊏兲, and 1.5 mg/cm2 共쎲兲兴 and N212 关1.5 mg/cm2 共䊊兲兴. The lines
关0.5 mg/cm2 共— —兲, 1.0 mg/cm2 共- - -兲, and 1.5 mg/cm2 共—兲兴 are model
predictions via Eq. 21. The membrane pressure differential was ⌬P
= 600 kPa and the temperature was 80°C.

catalyst loading is consistent with the weak dependency we observed for the total cell potential on catalyst loading.14
To understand whether the small dependence of the anodic overpotential on catalyst loading is a result of these two competing effects canceling each other or whether it is simply that each effect is
small, the effect of catalyst loading on the anodic overpotential is
simulated via Eq. 21 over a wide range of catalyst loadings 共i.e.,
0.001–1.5 mg/cm2兲. These results are plotted in Fig. 6 at a current
density of 0.5 A/cm2 and assuming that the catalyst layer thickness
is a linear function of catalyst loading. Also shown in Fig. 6 is Eq.
21 plotted for an effectiveness factor equal to 1.0 at all current
densities 共i.e., negligible mass-transfer resistance兲. It is evident from
this figure that the concentration overpotential is negligible for loadings less than 1.5 mg/cm2. Even at this upper value, where the
effectiveness factor of the catalyst layer is only 0.68, the potential
loss is less than 10 mV. Thus, the anodic overpotential is due mainly
to slow oxidation kinetics, with ohmic losses and concentration
losses comprising only a negligible fraction of the total.
Also evident from Fig. 6 is that at loadings above 0.2 mg/cm2,
the anodic overpotential is a weak function of loading. This weak
dependency is due to the logarithmic form of the kinetic expression
given by Eq. 21 共i.e., Tafel kinetics兲. The logarithmic dependency of
the Tafel expression is also the reason the anodic overpotential is
very large at catalyst loadings below 0.1 mg/cm2. Therefore, as
long as there is a sufficient amount of catalyst 共e.g., 0.2 mg/cm2兲,
little benefit is gained by adding more catalyst.

0.80

1.00

1.20

1.40

1.60

Figure 6. Anodic overpotential as a function of catalyst loading at
0.5 A/cm2. The solid lines consider mass-transfer limitations, whereas the
dotted lines ignore mass transfer. The electrode thickness increases linearly
with catalyst loading. There is little effect of catalyst loading on overpotential higher than about 0.2 mg/cm2. The overpotential increases dramatically,
however, at catalyst loadings below 0.1 mg/cm2.

dividual components in Fig. 7 and 8. The V-iRA curves have been
calculated by subtracting the iRA contribution from the total cell
potential V in Eq. 3. The model predictions in Fig. 7 and 8 closely
follow the experimental data, and the model has been extended to
the N117 membrane in Fig. 9.
From the breakdown of the total cell potential shown in Fig. 7
and 8, one can see that the most significant contributions to the total
cell potential are the reversible cell potential Ueq, the ohmic losses
iRA, and the anodic overpotential a. The effect of operating conditions 共e.g., system temperature and pressure兲 on the reversible cell
potential has been examined extensively in our previous paper.18
The ohmic losses could be improved by the use of a membrane
whose conductivity is not adversely affected by the concentration of
sulfuric acid produced at the anode. The anodic overpotential could
be improved by operating at higher cell temperatures and by the use
of a more active catalyst toward the oxidation of SO2. Individually,
improvements in any or all of these areas could lead to an improvement in the electrolyzer performance and ultimately higher hydrogen production efficiency in the HyS process.

1.40
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V
1.00

Potential (V)

Table I. Parameter values.
Value

Reference

1.9 ⫻ 10−3 A/cm3
0.5
1.55 ⫻ 10−4 mol/cm3
2.5 ⫻ 10−5 cm2 /s
6.0 ⫻ 10−4 cm
1.3 ⫻ 10−3 cm
1.8 ⫻ 10−3 cm
1100 g/mol
2 equiv/mol
2.5 mol H2O/mol H+
1.97 g/cm3

Fit to Eq. 21
Assumed
18
33
Measured
Measured
Measured
15
Reaction 1
15
15

6M

1.20

Total cell potential.— The total cell potential contributions for a
catalyst loading of 1.5 mg/cm2 have been broken up into their in-

Parameter
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Current Density (A/cm2)

0.80
V - iR A
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0
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2
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Figure 7. Contributions of the total cell potential for N212. The membrane
pressure differential was ⌬P = 600 kPa and the temperature was 80°C. The
points 共䊊兲 are experimental data and the lines are model predictions. The
total cell potential was predicted as the sum of the individual potential contributions using Eq. 3. The catalyst loading was 1.5 mg/cm2.
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2M

the anode influences the sulfuric acid concentration, which determines the reversible cell potential, the membrane resistance, and the
electrode kinetics. Thus, careful control of the membrane water
transport is essential for optimized electrolyzer operation for a membrane such as Nafion.
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Figure 8. Contributions of the total cell potential for N115. The membrane
pressure differential was ⌬P = 600 kPa and the temperature was 80°C. The
points 共쎲兲 are experimental data and the lines are model predictions. The
total cell potential was predicted as the sum of the individual potential contributions using Eq. 3. The catalyst loading was 1.5 mg/cm2.

Conclusions
The contributions of reversible cell potential, ohmic losses due to
membrane resistance, and anodic overpotential have been investigated for the HyS electrolyzer. The membrane resistance increases
with the concentration of sulfuric acid produced at the anode due to
the decrease in membrane water content. This dependency is unfortunate because the overall efficiency of the HyS process requires the
production of concentrated sulfuric acid in the electrolyzer. Therefore, a membrane in which the conductivity is not adversely affected
by concentrated sulfuric acid 共i.e., polybenzimidazole23,34兲 may lead
to lower total cell potentials. This allows operation at higher current
densities 共i.e., higher sulfuric acid concentration at the anode兲,
which reduces capital cost and improves efficiency. We have shown
that a large anodic overpotential exists, and it is due mainly to activation rather than concentration overpotential. Also, increasing the
catalyst loading beyond a minimal value does not significantly improve performance, although the development of more active catalysts toward Reaction 1 may do so. Finally, we have used the model
to predict the total cell potential. We have shown the importance of
water transport in determining the total cell potential. Water flux to
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pressure differential across the membrane 共 Pc − Pa兲, kPa
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overpotential for electrode k, V
water content of the membrane, mol H2O/mol SO−3
water content of the membrane at interface k, mol H2O/mol SO−3
electro-osmotic drag coefficient, H2O/H+
density of Nafion, g/cm3
membrane conductivity, S/cm
Thiele modulus

Subscripts
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References

0.20
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specific interfacial area per volume, cm−1
concentration of SO2 in electrode, mol/cm3
bulk concentration of SO2, mol/cm3
diffusion coefficient of SO2 in sulfuric acid, cm2 /s
diffusion coefficient of water in Nafion, cm2 /s
Faraday’s constant
applied current density, A/cm2
exchange current density for the hydrogen evolution reaction,
A/cm2
exchange current density for the SO2 oxidation reaction, A/cm2
electrochemical reaction rate, A/cm3
kinetic constant for Reaction 1, s−1
catalyst layer thickness, cm
molecular weight of membrane, g/mol
number of electrons transferred
flux of water through Nafion, mol/cm2 s
pressure in region k, kPa
membrane permeability, mol/共cm s kPa兲
ideal gas constant
membrane specific-area resistance, ⍀ cm2
temperature, K
reversible cell potential, V
potential of the hydrogen electrode, V
standard potential of the hydrogen electrode, V
potential of the SO2 electrode, V
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total cell potential, V
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water mole fraction at anode
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Figure 9. Total cell potential of the HyS electrolyzer as a function of current
density and membrane thickness. The model predictions 共lines兲 are composed of the individual contributions 共i.e., Ueq, iRA, c, and a兲 via Eq. 3.
The data 关N212 共䊊兲, N115 共쎲兲, and N117 共⽧兲兴 are the polarization data
reported previously.14 The membrane pressure differential ⌬P was 600 kPa
and the cell temperature was 80°C. The catalyst loading was 1.5 mg/cm2.
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